





A Revised Test Method for Artificial Lightweight Aggregate 
Hideo KAWAKAMI 
(R町 eivedApril 15， 1970) 
For determining the aggregate strength， the author proposes a new method， 
in which the aggregate is reduced to one half in volume and embedded in fine 
sand (O.1-0.3mm) one layer after another， instead of being packed alone in 
test cylinder as in British Standard 812. The condition of aggregate thus 
produced is supposed to be more analogous to the one in concrete than in 
B. S. 812. 
It was found that there was a linear relation between the compressive load 
and the crushing rate of expanded-shale aggregate when they were plotted on 
log-scale coordinates. 
The discussion of the test result shows that the revised method has the 
advantage in deciding the individual strength of aggregate， which is different 
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試料 No，I 1 I 2 1 3 I 4 
体ビルトン積 比
1 3/4 1/2 
標(8準-101t1t砂〉(g〉
1811 1358 906 140 
1200 900 600 130 
最終荷重 (ton) 19 34 34 19.5 
























1恥 1I No.2 .1No.3 I恥 4
ビルトン 8 --10棚 905 905 905 905 
鋼 球 3伽 868 868 868 。
A 最終荷重 (ton) 30 20 10 10 
破砕率(%) 78 66 28 53 
ビソレトン 8 --10棚 905 905 905 
B 鋼キャッ球ピン(グ3to回用標n準)砂
868 868 868 
400 400 400 
最終荷重 5 10 20 
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得られる。 これから (2)式がたてられ， それらの常数
a' b'は実験結果から表5のように求められた。
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骨材(111粒〉 径 ピルトン メサライト
a b a b 
8 -- 10 3.10 -5.54 3.72 -6.42 20 
10 -- 13 3.68 一6.27 2.80 -4.50 
13 "-' 16 3.36 -5.24 
表5 (2)式の定数 10 
骨材(111粒〉 径 ピノレトン メサライト
a' b' a' b' 
8 -- 10 86.0 -27.5 89.1 -35.7 2 5 10 
10 "-' 13 112.4 -65.2 97.6 -36.2 荷重 ton




















粒~ I T.h ~_ --h- -r J (棚)出|砂を充てん|骨材のみ
8 '"-' 10 
10 "-' 13 
261/335=0.78 I 14.5/20.9=0.70 

















10'"'-'13 226 11.6 
8""'10 261 14.5 
メサライト 10--13 180 13.1 
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